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Hot Springs Village Gates 

As part of the continuing effort of the Future Revenue Analysis Task Force (FRATF) to 
share meaningful information about scale, operations and conditions of Hot Springs 
Village (HSV) infrastructure and amenities we are pleased to share this information on 
the Gates of Hot Springs Village. 

Gates 

Hot Springs Village is the largest gated community in the United States.  The gates, and 
the personnel who monitor them, provide perimeter security to the community.  This 
helps to ensure that those who pass through the gates – be they residents, visitors, 
users of commercial services inside the village, or the myriad of service providers that 
build homes, deliver goods, provide maintenance services and otherwise support the 
village population – have  a reason to enter our community. 

There are six gates that provide access to Hot Springs Village. The oldest gate location 
is the West gate at Hwy 7 and DeSoto boulevard, which is manned 24/7. The East gate, 
located at Hwy 5 and Desoto, is also manned and is open from early morning until late 
evening.  Four of the remaining five gates (Balboa, Cortez, Danville, and Glazy Peau) 
are accessible 24/7 via the use of magnetic gate cards (membership or service provider 
ID cards).  A keyed/lock gate (Goose Pond gate) is reserved for POA staff/contractor 
access. 

Originally the unmanned gates were simple pole gates with keyed locks.  Over the 
years these gates have been upgraded to their current configuration of sliding steel 
gates accessible via magnetic cards and monitored by security cameras. This provides 
a robust physical barrier to entry and extensive data regarding the usage of the gates by 
residents and service providers. Members wanting cards with the special chip for 
unmanned gate access pay a small additional fee when obtaining their membership 
cards. 

This investment in security comes with a cost. As a restricted access/gated private 
community, HSV does not qualify for public state/county road funding, although the 
taxes we pay would otherwise contribute to county road funds. Also, the gates must be 
maintained and the personnel that staff the gates (provided by an independent security 
contractor) must be paid.  Recently the gate personnel contract went out for bid and 
was awarded to Securitas, an international provider of security services.  The new 
contract will result in enhanced security and reduced cost to the community, as 
compared to the previous contract.  
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Infographic: Hot Springs Village Gates 
 

 

 

 


